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A. fundinfo outperformance index: How many funds within a peer group are
ahead of benchmark?
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Comment
Over a 12-month-rolling period, 46% of Europe managers and 39% of emerging markets managers as well
as 33% of US managers outperformed their benchmarks net of fees.
In June, active managers in Europe could not convince; only 38% of the managers outperformed their
respective indices net of fees. While emerging market managers showed a slightly better performance with
45% outperforming their respective benchmark, only 35% of US managers were able to beat their
benchmarks.
In Europe as well as in the US, small caps performed in line with large caps in June and growth stocks
showed a rather similar performance than value stocks. Sector-wise, utilities outperformed in Europe while
consumer discretionary showed the weakest performance. The outperformance of utilities did hurt Europe
managers as most of them have an underweight in this sector.
Marcus Stigler

Percentage of funds that have beaten their benchmark
net
2018
1 month
3 months
12 months
Bloomberg
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53%
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46%
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gross
2018
1 month
3 months
12 months

Europe
73%
42%
58%
71%

USA
47%
39%
51%
56%
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53%
53%
53%
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Methodology
The fundinfo outperformance indices show the percentage of actively managed funds that have exceeded their official benchmark index
(MSCI Europe, S&P 500, MSCI Emerging Markets, including net dividends), reporting on a rolling 12-month basis. The gross values
show the added value that fund managers have generated before administration and distribution costs; the net values show the added
value provided to investors.
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B. Manager meetings: Insights from our key meetings
Month
June

Manager / Fund
Eoin Walsh
Vontobel Fund TwentyFour
Strategic Income
Fund

Conclusion
Eoin Walsh currently detects the most challenging part of the
economic cycle just ahead of us: credit spreads are near cycle
lows and yield curves have moved sharply higher in 2018 so far.
He currently prefers country leaders when it comes to European
bank names. In terms of sovereign debt, he likes Australian
government bonds and US short-term treasuries.

July

Isabelle de Gavoty
AXA WF Framlington
Global Small Cap

Small cap companies are best placed to benefit from global
changes. Isabelle likes themes exposure to Ageing, Connected
Consumer, Automation and Cleantech. The valuation of small
caps compared to large caps is with a 10% premium rather cheap
compared to historic standards.

July

Yoann Ignatiew
Rothschild R Valor C
EUR

Ignatiew is still positive for the equity markets in general, although
he has raised his cash allocation a bit recently. He likes themes
such as technology, banks and transport. He is not holding bonds
though as he sees no value in the current real yields.

Analysts: Michael Mahler, Michael Partin, Pascal Probst, Marcus Stigler, Matthias Weber and Thomas Züttel.
fundinfo provides fund research and digital-advice based on liquid investment funds. Clients include banks, asset managers, family
offices, pension funds and insurance companies in Europe.

Digital-Advisor – Your expert system for professional fund selection
Digital-Advisor allows you to:







Generate a shortlist of high-quality investment funds that also
meets the individual preferences and beliefs of your clients
Do a quick, comprehensive screening of thousands of funds and
ETFs based on their quantitative and qualitative attributes
Perform in-depth analysis by giving you direct access to DDQs and
Fund Manager Presentations, plus all components of the scoring
Add your own ratings, comments and branding to reports in up to
7 languages
Evaluate an existing portfolio of funds within seconds

What else can you do with Digital-Advisor?






Find the best concentrated, long term stock
picking funds
Run a health check on a fund company and fund
manager
Find out why you should consciously consider
female fund managers
Reveal the most successful smart beta funds
Find the best low-volatility ETFs
…and much more

Click here to view the Digital-Advisor video, or contact us for more information.
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